Community members and CHP staff gather on February 3, 2017, to view
the cemetery, monuments, and original roadbed (looking northeast).

(Left) Malcolm Wilcox, center, recounts the story of the battle to Antoinette van Zelm, John Blankenship, Ed Smith, Harbert
Alexander, Charles Cox, and Stacey Graham. (Right) Cox discusses his role in moving the Coble Monument to the site.
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John Blankenship and Malcolm Wilcox discuss the Confederate
burial trench, marked by a statue of a CSA soldier placed there by
the SCV.
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CHP staff and students pored through maps,
monographs, and first-hand accounts at the
Jackson-Madison County Library.
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Figure 1: Tombstones spanning the 19th century fill the cemetery up
to the western tree line.
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Figure 2: Nancy Huntsman was the third wife of Adam
Huntsman, and is buried beside her husband and his
former wives.
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Figure 3: Scenes from Jackson, October 1862,
appearing in Harpers Weekly.
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Figure 4: Illustration of Gen.
Nathan Bedford Forrest from
Harper's Weekly.
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Figure 5: A map of the battle inscribed onto a metal marker,
placed by the SCV, illustrates troop movements and topography of
the engagement.
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Figure 6: Lieut. Col. Adolph Dengler of the 43rd
Illinois. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 7: Railroad depot, Jackson, TN, circa 1870s. Courtesy of the
Library of Congress.
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Figure 8: Gate, flagpole, and monuments placed
by the J.B. Ingram Camp of SCV at the site.
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Figure 9: The Civil War Trails marker adds Salem
Cemetery to an important heritage tourism resource.

Figure 10: The THC historical marker and the road
Forrest's troops followed on Dec. 19, 1862.
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Figure 11: The Coble Monument tells the story of the
death of a CSA soldier that occurred a few miles away
along the railroad track south of Jackson.
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The Battle of Salem Cemetery and the Road to Vicksburg
For the Union, the campaign for Vicksburg was
part of the “Anaconda Plan” proposed by General
Winfield Scott early in the war. The strategy
centered on choking off the South’s supply lines
and ports. By late 1862, the Union controlled
most of the Mississippi River, but Vicksburg
remained unconquered.

Why Vicksburg?
Situated at a sharp hairpin bend of the Mississippi River upon an
imposing bluff, Vicksburg, Mississippi, operated as a substantial
hub of shipping and transportation. It connected the main body of
the Confederacy with the trans-Mississippi states of Louisiana,
Texas, and Arkansas, and served as an important pass-through for
goods moving in and out of the heartland.

-Abraham Lincoln

Having made an unsuccessful naval campaign against Vicksburg early
in 1862, the Union army looked to General Ulysses S. Grant’s overland
campaign out of West Tennessee to secure the river city. In November
1862, Grant began moving troops into Northern Mississippi.
Establishing headquarters at Holly Springs, Grant relied on the
railroads to the north to keep his army supplied during the coming
winter, giving a railroad hub like Jackson, Tennessee, logistical
importance to the campaign.

The Union’s ambition to seize Vicksburg and other
port cities put the Confederacy on the defensive in
the Western theatre. Richmond was always the focal
point of the Davis administration’s military strategy.

“Vicksburg is the nail that holds
the South’s two halves together.”
- Jefferson Davis

Meanwhile, on December 11th, 1862, General Nathan Bedford Forrest
moved west out of Middle Tennessee, targeting the Mobile & Ohio
Railroad from Columbus, Kentucky, through Jackson, Tennessee, in an
effort to cut off Union supplies and communications. On December 18th,
Forrest’s raiding party reached Lexington, smashing through Grant’s
cavalry force.
The next day, Forrest sent expeditions to take Carroll Station,
northeast of Jackson, and another to destroy telegraph lines to the
southwest, while taking his main force up Cotton Grove Road, where it
met Union troops in battle at Salem Cemetery. Though Forrest failed to
take Jackson, the battle proved sufficient distraction for his primary
goal: the destruction of the railroad and valuable supply lines for the
Union army to the south, putting Grant’s plans to charge Vicksburg on
hold until spring.

“Vicksburg is the key. The war
can never be brought to a close
until the key is in our pocket.”

)

A Second War: The Railroads

Despite the Confederate president’s recognition of
Vicksburg’s significance, the force defending
Vicksburg never numbered more than 25,000. Grant
hoped that by drawing the majority of those troops
away from the city through Northern Mississippi, he
could weaken Vicksburg’s defenses enough for
General William T. Sherman to succeed in a
downriver campaign.

Suggested images: map of larger
campaign or troop movement map
of battle, including railroad
offensive; campaign timeline
After a protracted campaign, Grant finally succeeded in cutting off
Confederate reinforcements that had reached Jackson, Mississippi, by
May 1863. Grant torched the city and rail lines, effectively cutting off
General John C. Pemberton’s army at Vicksburg from the rest of the
Confederacy.
Finally, Grant’s army attacked Confederate defenses around Vicksburg
beginning May 19 in what would become a 47-day siege of the city. On
July 4, 1863, Pemberton surrendered, placing the entire Mississippi
River under Union control and arguably sealing the Confederacy’s fate.
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Located on
Cotton Grove Road ,
Jackson, Tennessee

Salem Cemetery Battlefield is a
well preserved landscape of a
historic Civil War battle.
Situated on a historic stage road
trace and surrounded by forests
and fields, Salem Cemetery offers
a rural landscape that allows the
imagination step back in time.

Contact
John Blankenship, President
Friends of Salem Cemetery Battlefield
(731)420-1316

Battle of
Salem Cemetery

http://salemcemeterybattlefield.com/
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Cotton Gin Grove
Community

December 19, 1862
In two centuries, perhaps the most

Forrest’s West
Tennessee Campaign

significant day in the history of Salem

By 1825, Salem Cemetery was in use by
the Cotton Gin Grove community,
which grew up in the vicinity before
Jackson became the county seat.

Cemetery

came

when

Union

and

Confederate forces clashed here during the
Civil War.
As

Union

General

Ulysses

S.

Grant

mounted a campaign to attack Vicksburg,
General

Braxton

Bragg,

commanding

Confederate forces at Nashville, sent a

While Forrest’s attempt to capture
Jackson was unsuccessful, his larger
purpose, disrupting Federal supply and
communication lines, continued apace,
with successful simultaneous campaigns
at Carroll’s Station to the north and
Spring Creek to the south.

detachment under the command of Nathan
Bedford

Forrest

to

disrupt

communications and supply lines in West
Tennessee.
On the morning of December 19, 1862,
Forrest moved his cavalry toward Jackson
on the Cotton Grove Road, while Federal

troops lay in wait just over a ridge which
was topped by a grove of trees on the east
and Salem Cemetery on the west side of
the road.
The

surprise

attack

resulted

in

approximately 65 Confederate and 8 Union

casualties out of around 1,500 troops
engaged.
Ultimately, Federal troops withdrew to
their fortifications in town and Forrest
retreated toward Humbolt.
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DESCRIPTION

Salem Cemetery Battlefield lies on the north and south sides of Cotton Grove Road, approximately 0.3 mile
northeast of the intersection with Paul Coffman Drive, and approximately three miles east of Jackson,
Madison County, Tennessee. On a small, flat-topped hill above the paved, two lane rural road, the 1.5-acre
cemetery is nestled amidst an undeveloped section that likely appears much as it did when it first was used as
a burial ground in 1825. Overgrown wooded areas enclose the south and west sides of the cemetery, an
overgrown strip borders the north side separating the cemetery from an open field. Cotton Grove Road marks
the eastern boundary. The present road follows the historic nineteenth-century Lexington stagecoach
roadbed; its grass covered bank rises sharply, extending three to five feet upward from it.
The remainder of the approximately 110-acre nominated battlefield-associated site lies on the south side of
Cotton Grove Road and consists of tree-topped ridges and native grass covered sides and valleys. Not sure
what you mean by grass covered sides. Immediately across the road from the cemetery is a circa 1900 frame
tenant house, that has partially collapsed. (NC, due to deterioration and age? Outside period of
significance?).
A state historical marker is located by the driveway to the cemetery. It states that the Civil War battle
occurred on the cemetery grounds. At the driveway entrance, circa 1994 metal barrier arms attached to
sections of round log fencing prevent vehicular access (NC, due to date). Just inside the barrier sits a small
open-front post-frame shelter on concrete foundation erected circa 2002 (NC, due to date). In November
2002 it was dedicated as a tourist information booth. The cemetery sits uphill from the gravel driveway,
separated by a grassy area and a gravel parking area. Several tall, mature, hardwood trees plus a couple of
cedars and one magnolia grace the site. The cemetery landscape likely appears much as it did in the midnineteenth century when a Civil War soldier described it as being “thickly studded with tall native trees and a
few ornamental ones such as cedar and pine.”1 The same soldier characterized the surrounding countryside
as having open fields with tall weeds and broom sedge, open ground for over one-half mile to the northeast
of the cemetery, rising to a “long, bare ridge,” and on the opposite side of the road “a thick forest of tall
trees.”2 While nature may have reclaimed the particular trees he saw, nature has replaced them, retaining the
setting’s historic character.
At the crest of the plateau, Tennessee and American flags fly from a twenty-foot tall metal pole and both
Union and Confederate (C.S.A.) commemorative monuments as well as an interpretive marker, circa 1990,
convey the site’s Civil War significance (NC, due to date). Both monuments are granite obelisks, the Union
one approximately three feet tall and the Confederate one four feet tall. A Grand Army of the Republic
metal medallion is between the two monuments. At the corner near the C.S.A. monument, two five-foot tall
brick posts support a wrought iron arch with the wording “Old Salem Cemetary (sic),” and a wrought iron
gate opening into the cemetery. The posts and wrought iron are believed to have been erected in 1975-76
when the Altrusa Club of Jackson repaired a portion of the fence3 (NC, due to date).
The older part of the cemetery, and the portion containing the majority of burials, is on the west half of the
site. The south portion of this section? contains only approximately a dozen marked graves, several
unmarked ones, and memorial headstones for unknown Confederate dead. Although local Civil War groups
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believe approximately four to ten Confederate soldiers died at the cemetery battle, they are uncertain about
the number, if any, who are buried there. Nevertheless, Camp 219, Sons of Confederate Veterans placed five
C.S.A. markers on unmarked graves in 1992-1994. Local historians believe the Union dead from the Salem
Cemetery Battlefield were buried near old Union University in Jackson with other deceased Union soldiers.
Of the fifty-two marked graves, over eighty percent of the markers pre-date the Civil War with few burials
after the War. Only four people have been interred since the period of significance ended. The oldest
marked grave is Sarah Huntsman’s (d. 1825) and the most recent grave is Ernestine Allen’s (1968). An
estimated twenty-five additional graves are unmarked. Typical of antebellum rural cemeteries, graves follow
no particular arrangement other than some family members being grouped in small family plots outlined with
concrete or brick; most grave markers face east. Several tablet markers are bedstead style, including some
with triangular central elements and quarter circle shoulders. A few are shallow box graves topped with
ledger stones. Others have only the ground level, ledger marker. Malcolm Wilcox, a member of the John
Ingram Camp, Sons of Confederate Veterans (S.C.V.), restored tablet markers needing repair or cleaning in
1994. Also that year, S.C.V. members cleaned the cemetery and repaired fencing. Madison County Parks
and Recreation Department began maintaining the site in approximately 1995, and, in March 1996, the tract
was transferred to county ownership. Map of cemetery showing location of Civil War markers and its
relation to battle should be included with the final National Register nomination.
Although few grave markers exist because Salem Cemetery Battlefield is so small, most are intact and
represent the early nineteenth century tablet style. Examples include: Gabriel Anderson (died 1850), marker
by Memphis stonecutter, J. White, Miriam Anderson (died 1842), and James Caldwell (died 1841), marker
also by J. White. (Photographs 25, 30, and 31). All have the deceased’s name in relief within a recessed
band near the top with the remaining information incised. Three infants (died 1841, 1848, 1838 [?]) in the
Brown family have matching markers. The triangular top tablet style markers contain a bird in flight in relief
within a recessed rusticated circle. Stylized vines grace each side of the stone outside the circle.
(Photographs 20 and 32). Sarah Huntsman (died 1825), the earliest burial, has a bedstead style marker with
enlarged semi-circular central element and semi-circular shoulders. (Photograph 22). David Warlick’s (died
1845) marker is virtually identical in style to Sarah Huntsman’s. (Photograph 29). Thomas Burrus’s (died
1842) marker has a triangular top with quarter-circular shoulders. (Photograph 27).
Other markers contain designs typical of mid-nineteenth century memorial art. “Little Estelle” McDonald
(died 1863) has a slightly curved tablet style stone with an angel carved in relief within a recessed circle.
(Photograph 23). James T. Greer (died 1859) also has a slightly curved tablet style stone; however, the
carving is more elaborate with a Gothic window outline incised down the length of the stone. A single Lilyof-the-Valley sprig curves along each side of the pointed top of the Gothic arch. A single rose with leaves is
carved in relief with a recessed circle near the center of the stone. (Photograph 24). Nancy Warlick’s (died
1877) marker also has a Gothic arch top and a single rose carved in relief above the inscription. (Photograph
28). Another common motif, the weeping willow, graces C. V. Lockard’s stone (died 1852). Although the
willow is on a simple flat top tablet marker, the design is especially well carved, set within an upside down
‘U’ recessed area in the top half of the stone, and has a lamb resting at the base of the tree. (Photograph 26).
Although he does not mention tombstones, a Union officer’s 1862 account describes a landscape virtually
identical to the present scene: “That part of the Lexington road near which the engagement of December 19
took place runs through a plateau, bounded on either side by a ravine running parallel to each other. The road
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[Cotton Grove Road] runs through the ravine, nearest to Jackson, in a northeasterly direction till it reaches a
grave-yard called Salem Cemetery, from whence it takes a due easterly course.”4 With the surrounding
countryside undeveloped and the majority of its original grave markers in place, the site retains its historic
Nineteenth Century appearance.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Salem Cemetery Battlefield is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion
A because it was the site of a small, locally significant Civil War engagement on 19 December 1862. Cotton
Grove Road today winds along the same roadbed used before, during, and after the Civil War. Surrounded
by a mixture of cultivated and wooded fields, the battlefield site, which includes the Union position in and
around the historic Salem Cemetery, and the approach taken by Confederate soldiers, illustrates the way
Civil War military strategists used topography and existing landscape features to their advantage when
contemplating skirmishes or small engagements that did not allow time for constructing earthworks. As
mentioned in the Multiple Property Submission, “Historic and Historic Archaeological Resources of the
American Civil War in Tennessee,” a secondary war “of railroads, raids, and redoubts” characterized the
state’s military experience. Jackson, Tennessee’s railroads were key to the Union’s plans to conquer
Mississippi and Louisiana because Union General Ulysses S. Grant’s army in northern Mississippi depended
on supplies sent via rail from Kentucky through Jackson and Memphis. Thus, “severing these lifelines would
be major missions for Confederate raiders.”5 C.S.A. General Braxton Bragg dispatched Nathan Bedford
Forrest to interrupt the Union’s rail connections in West Tennessee, hoping to impair Grant’s Mississippi
operation.6 Federal officials in Jackson received word of Forrest’s approach from the east in time to send
forces to meet him about four miles outside town at Salem Cemetery. Positioned on a small hill overlooking
the main east/west road, using trees and grave markers for cover, Union commander Adolph Engelmann’s
forces took positions and encamped for the night. The next day’s engagement at Salem Cemetery resulted
in continued Federal control of Jackson; however, Forrest’s raiding ability was not diminished as he moved
north to Humboldt and Trenton, (give counties) destroying many railroad bridges and trestles, forcing the
Union to resort to river transportation during subsequent operations in Mississippi. Like the engagement at
Parker’s Crossroads in ____ County (NR 2/22/99) twelve days later, the conflict at Salem Cemetery failed to
accomplish the Union’s objective of stopping Forrest; however, neither did it seriously hamper the Union’s
push into Mississippi to eventually capture Vicksburg and acquire control of the Mississippi River.7 The
well-preserved battlefield site retains its rural character and continues to convey a sense of the time and place
of its period of significance.
General Site History
Salem Cemetery is the burial ground for many of the first white settlers of the Cotton Grove community, the
earliest permanent settlement in what is now Madison County. Land for Salem Cemetery was part of an
October 1821 grant (#15997) of 428 acres known as Surveyor’s District 9, Range 1, Section 1, to William
Edward Butler, the “father” of Jackson. In March of the following year, Butler conveyed the entire parcel to
George Todd. During Todd’s ownership, the Salem [Methodist] Church, a religious campground, and Salem
Cemetery first occupied a portion of the granted acreage. Typical of early frontier graveyards, the burial
ground is in a wooded grove, on a hill, and plots are arranged informally, primarily in family groupings, with
the graves facing east.
Dating at least to 1825, Salem Cemetery is the second oldest, extant, public cemetery in Madison County.
According to local historians, Salem Cemetery and a nearby home’s foundation are the only surviving
remnants from the historic settlement of Cotton Grove. Foundation outside boundary? The historical marker
commemorating the community notes that several families formed the settlement in 1819. Many of those
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original families are buried at Salem – Brown, Caldwell, Garret, Henderson, Huntsman, Lockard, McDonald,
Person, Smith, Wallick. Many of them probably followed the typical Tennessee pioneer’s settlement
migration path. Initially moving from Virginia to East Tennessee, they later migrated to Middle, then West
Tennessee as new lands opened. Several grave markers indicate places of birth, including Surrey and
Lincoln Counties, North Carolina, Newbury District, South Carolina, and Loudon County, Virginia.
Pioneers at Cotton Grove initiated cotton production in Madison County, a commodity that defined the
region for over a century. In 1821, Cotton Grove settlers raised the county’s first cotton, the same year that
the county formation was authorized from former Chickasaw territory by the State legislature. Their venture
provided the prime economic impetus for the region over the next century or so and defined the type of
industries that developed as well as the area’s social stratification and race relations. Union Colonel Adolph
Engelmann’s December 26, 1862 letter to his sister mentioned a cotton press within sight of the cemetery,
indicating the significance of cotton to the community around the battlefield. Madison County quickly
became the prime cotton growing area in the state in the antebellum period as evidenced by the county
having more slaves than any county in the state in 1830 and 1840. From that time until the early Twentieth
Century, cotton was the major agricultural commodity of West Tennessee and Madison County was one of
the top producing counties in the state.
Civil War
Tennessee, second only to Virginia in the number of Civil War battles, was critical to the Union’s strategy of
reclaiming the Deep South. Because the state’s southern border joins Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia,
Union ground forces of necessity traversed Tennessee as part of the North’s Vicksburg, Atlanta, and Did you
mean to put another campaign here? After “and” there was nothing. campaigns. In order to supply their
troops, Union generals depended substantially on rail connections, supplemented with local foraging.
Tennessee’s northern border with Kentucky, a non-seceding state, provided convenient rail lines. With
Jackson under Federal occupation by late 1862, the Union looked to West Tennessee as their base from
which to launch major operations into Mississippi and Louisiana. Jackson’s railroads, extending north/south
and east/west connecting Kentucky and Ohio with New Orleans and Mobile and Memphis with Chattanooga,
were key to the Union’s success, a situation the Confederates well understood. Even in late 1862, the
southern armies were short on manpower and were forced to deploy Confederate cavalry as effectively as
possible, primarily to interfere with transportation and communication lines. Thus, action around Jackson
typically focused on Confederates destroying track and the Union trying to protect the rail lines.
Although the action at Salem Cemetery was a small engagement rather than a large-scale conflict, in this
particular case Federal forces failed to prevent Confederate troops under General Nathan Bedford Forrest
from maneuvering north of Jackson where they broke rail lines and burned bridges almost to the Kentucky
line, thus interrupting the Union supply line. Nevertheless, the Union did protect their hold over Jackson.
Led by Colonel Adolph Engelmann, Union soldiers in the 61st Illinois Infantry, 43rd Illinois Infantry, 11th
Illinois Cavalry, 5th Ohio Cavalry, and 2nd West Tennessee Regiment selected the “outskirts of the timber, at
Salem Cemetery” as an ideal place to camp overnight on December 18, 1862 within sight of Confederate
positions. The following morning, Forrest’s men advanced and gradually broke through the center of the
Union infantry. In his official report, Engelmann defended his initial refusal to retreat, saying he “considered
the infantry quite able to maintain itself against the enemy’s cavalry in its choice position at Salem Cemetery
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. . ..”8 His account mentions specific troop movements around and within the cemetery, including a notation
that his cavalry unit fell back toward Jackson without his orders to do so. Englemann wrote that he later
retreated toward Jackson only after the Confederate artillery made no effort to engage his troops for about
thirty minutes. He reported a total of two Union soldiers killed and four wounded. Based on discussions
with neighboring residents, he estimated Confederate losses at sixty killed and wounded and three captured.
The two-hour battle involved approximately 1000 Union soldiers (based on Brigadier General Mason
Brayman’s official report) plus an estimated 600 Confederate troops, according to Brigadier General Nathan
Bedford Forrest’s official report.9
Lieutenant Colonel Adolph Dengler, 43rd Illinois Infantry, described his unit’s position on December 19,
1862: “Skirmishers were detached from the first battalion and stationed to the right, in front of the same,
along the edge of the wood, covered somewhat by a fence. Just in front of the line of skirmishers were a
cotton-press and several small outhouses, beyond which the rebel line of skirmishers extended. The right
wing of the Sixty-first Illinois held Salem Cemetery, somewhat in the rear of our second battalion, but from
which position the road is completely controlled.” After surprising the Confederates with close range fire
from concealed positions, Dengler’s unit was fired upon and ordered to fall back to await reinforcements
from Jackson, whereupon he retook lost ground and “that night encamped on the ground where the fight of
the morning had taken place.”10
According to the 43rd Regimental History, ''At daybreak the infantry was drawn back to the woods, on the
edge of which Salem cemetery is situated; the 43rd to the right of the road and 61st to the left and in rear of
the cemetery. The cavalry was posted on the flanks, and some of the high ground forward, to draw the enemy
into the ambush. The enemy first advanced very leisurely, putting his own and the captured artillery into
position, in all six pieces, with which they kept up a cross-fire on the Union line for about an hour, from
which the Union cavalry, worn out by the exertions of the preceding days, retired to the rear. The enemy now
organized a charge on our center by 500 of its cavalry. They came first at a walk, then at a trot, then with a
deafening yell charged at full speed. The infantry reserved its fire well, till it could be given with deadly
effect, driving the enemy back in headlong flight, losing many killed and wounded, and three prisoners, and
a number of horses captured. The 43rd had only two men wounded. In the afternoon reinforcements came
up.''11
Leander Stillwell of Company D, 61st Illinois Infantry, described the events at Salem Cemetery in his
memoir: “A little after dark we halted in an old field on the left of the road, in front of a little old country
graveyard called Salem Cemetery, and there bivouacked for the night.. . . [December 19, 1862] Breakfast
over (which didn’t take long), the regiment was drawn back into the cemetery, and placed in line behind the
section of inclosing fence that faced to the front. The fence was of post and plank, the planks arranged
lengthwise, with spaces between. We were ordered to lie flat on the ground, and keep the barrels of our guns
out of sight, as much as possible. Our position in general may be described about as follows: The right of the
regiment rested near the dirt road, and at right angles to it. The ground before us was open for more than
half a mile. It sloped down gently, then it rose gradually to a long, bare ridge, or slight elevation of ground,
which extended parallel to our front. The road was enclosed by an old-time staked and ridered fence, of the
“worm” pattern. On our right, and on the other side of the road, was a thick forest of tall trees, in which the
43rd Illinois was posted.”12 According to his 1916 recollection, the affair involved approximately 500
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Union troops and was “a lively and spirited little brush with the confederate forces about two miles east of
Jackson, near a country burying ground called Salem Cemetery.”13
Confederate Brigadier General Nathan Bedford Forrest reported, “The next morning [December 19] I
advanced on Jackson with Colonel [T.G.] Woodward’s two companies and Col. [J.B.] Biffle’s battalion of
about 400 men, with two pieces of artillery from Freeman’s battery. About 4 miles from Jackson
skirmishing began with the skirmishers, and the enemy was reported advancing with two regiments of
infantry and a battalion of cavalry. We opened on them with the guns, and after a running fight of about an
hour drove them into their fortifications.”14 After learning that the Federal army in Jackson had risen to
about 9000 with recent reinforcements, Forrest moved his forces to Trenton where he could effectively
employ his trademark tactics of wrecking railroad lines. Neither his report nor Artilleryman John W.
Morton’s memoir mention any Confederate casualties during the Salem Cemetery fight.
Of course, civilians were aware of the battle despite the fact that it took place outside of town and in a rural
area. Robert H. Cartmell’s diary notes on December 20, 1862, “The Rebels /Confederates/ were with /in/ 3
or 4 miles of Jackson, had a small fight at the graveyard just beyond Salem Camp Ground. I heard the firing
this morning”15 The Tennessee Historical Marker “Forrest at Old Salem” indicates that Confederate forces
under Forrest “demonstrated actively . . .against Federal forces along the ridge near this cemetery, driving
them toward Jackson.16 Although historians, and commanders at the scene, may have couched the outcome
of the Salem Cemetery conflict in words that reflected most favorably on their own interests, Jackson’s
importance to both sides is clear. With multiple railroads converging in the town connecting West
Tennessee to the seaport at Mobile and to the Midwest, the side controlling or disrupting rail traffic gained
an advantage. The cemetery lay on a main east/west road between Jackson and Lexington, Tennessee less
than a mile from the railroad, thus attracting military activity. According to a National Geographic map of
Civil War battlefields, “In the week before Christmas, 1862 Forrest’s cavalry so thoroughly wrecked the
railway between here [Jackson] and Columbus, Ky., it was not used again during the war. Grant was forced
to supply his campaign by river.”17 Events at Salem Cemetery Battlefield allowed Forrest to continue that
railroad destruction.
Local historians believe the Union dead from the Salem Cemetery Battle were buried near old Union
University in Jackson with other deceased Union soldiers. Although local Civil War groups believe
approximately four to ten Confederate soldiers died at the cemetery battle, they are uncertain about the
number, if any, who are buried there. Nevertheless, Camp 219, Sons of Confederate Veterans placed five
C.S.A. markers on unmarked graves in 1992-1994.
Camp 219, Sons of Confederate Veterans installed the C.S.A. monument, flagpole, front barrier arms and
wood fence during the early 1990s. They also repaired grave stones, and repaired and replaced a section of
the chain link fence and the wrought iron gateway arch at the same time. The Sons of Union Veterans,
Sultana Camp No. 1, of Germantown, Tennessee and the Salem Cemetery Battlefield Association erected the
memorial to Union soldiers in December 2000. A Grand Army of the Republic medallion approximately one
foot from the Union monument’s base also attests to the site’s significance.
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The battlefield setting retains its historic integrity. Wooded fields and native grass pastures comprise the
vast majority of the battlefield area, with only one small, dilapidated frame building imposing on the
nominated landscape. Salem Cemetery, pre-dating the small engagement, remains on the same site and,
despite modern placement of four small commemorative markers, continues to enhance the site’s historic
value as its grave markers provide visual reminders of “natural” protection for Civil War combatants while
under fire. Cotton Grove Road, while paved with asphalt in recent decades, remains barely one lane wide in
each direction, usually with no shoulders, and follows the old roadbed; thus, it continues to convey its
historic character and scale.
The cemetery is a designated stop on the Civil War Trust’s Discovery Trail and the City of Jackson and
Madison County declared the site a local historic landmark for Madison County in 1975. Salem Cemetery
Battlefield is one of increasingly fewer small Civil War battle sites remaining, and is likely intact primarily
because the area where the fighting occurred was primarily within a burial ground and the area ill-suited to
development. For its use as a Civil War battle site, Salem Cemetery Battlefield is eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places under Criterion A.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
Verbal boundary description and boundary justification:
As shown on attached county tax maps numbered 79 and 64, the nominated 110 acres represents all the property
historically associated with Salem Cemetery, and all the Battlefield site property for which owners agreed to include in
the nomination, during the period of significance.
Oops. Does this mean there is more land that could be added? NPS rejected Spring Hill Battlefield for that reason –
more land could have been added to the National Register nomination, but was not due to owner objection. This needs
to be clarified. Were some others asked? This is a BIG issue and in looking at the revised map and what Fred drew
and where troop movements are it looks like only the “side”where Forrest’s cavalry was is included. My guess is that
if anyone at NPS looks at the map, with the cemetery sticking out on one side of the road, they will start questioning it.
This is a nomination I do not want to see being returned.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
Update photos to include added land. Also do a photo key on a battlefield-type map.
Photographs by:

Date:

Carroll Van West
Middle Tennessee State University, Center for Historic Preservation
Murfreesboro, TN 37132
13 August 2002

Negatives: Tennessee Historical Commission
2941 Lebanon Road
Nashville, TN 37243
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